2010 ford focus

While the Focus may have been extensively refreshed in , the model is still sitting on the same
platform introduced back in Despite its age, the platform has proven to be a capable performer
in the past for Ford, although there have been some complaints that the car could be sportier.
It's been two years since Ford's complete redesign of the Focus, but the fresh styling cues and
the fantastic interior are still appealing aspects of the carâ€”though some find the exterior
design to be a little bit unconventional. One of the major criticisms of the Ford Focus was that it
was aesthetically lacking, and in the case of the sedan, little was changed in between then and
now to alter this image. Ford did, however, take the Coupe and redesign it in While this was an
improvement on the styling front, the Focus Coupe still wasn't the prettiest compact car on the
block, and this remains the case for the model. Powering the Ford Focus are the same engines
as last year's model, including the 2. Buyers can opt for either a five-speed manual
transmission or a four-speed auto shifter. There is also a superclean hp variant of the Duratec
engine available, and in California this qualifies the Focus as a partial zero-emissions vehicle
PZEV. Like last year's Focus, the Ford Focus is pleasant and quiet on the insideâ€”a big
improvement from the last generation of Focus, which could be a little noisy. The well-reviewed
Focus interior is also back this year, and with details like sculpted rings surrounding the
instrumentation, there has been praise for both its layout and detail. At the same time, not
everything is perfect in the interior. Ford has really stepped up its standard equipment list with
the model. New for this year, Ford includes four-wheel ABS brakes as standard on every model
in the Focus lineup, along with Ford's AdvanceTrak stability control system. Side and curtain
airbags for those up front are also standard, along with an occupant-sensing system. Also
standard on all Focus models is the new MyKey system. Parents of teenagers will appreciate
this feature, as it allows them to limit the car's top speed to 80 mph, keep traction control on at
all times, and restrict the volume on the stereo to 44 percent of its loudest setting. In terms of
models, you can have the Ford Focus as either a traditional sedan or a more compact two-door
coupe. The Focus has the same acclaimed SYNC entertainment and communications interface,
with two significant differences. Additionally, SYNC has been updated to include real-time traffic
reports, turn-by-turn navigation, and other features, on top of its ability to link the car to all
manner of phones, PDAs, MP3 players, and portable storage devices. Depending on how you
store your music and what type of cell phone you have, generally the SYNC system is an
excellent interface, and the voice commands help you keep your hands on the wheel and eyes
on the road. Although it hasn't exactly caused the motoring press to swoon, there are some
redeeming features of the Focus' styling. While the Coupe model was redesigned last year, the
"gawky profile doesn't mesh with the restyled front and back at all," according to Cars.
Similarly, reviewers at Jalopnik are not impressed with "what the Dearborn-based automaker
calls a 'sporty new look. Overall, Autoblog says that with the styling tweaks made to the Focus
Coupe's previous redesign, it "has surely lost its visual luster, but that's a good thing from a
design standpoint. Kelley Blue Book reviewers report that "base S models come with inch steel
wheels; the SE gets alloy rims of the same size. While the exterior may not get the most
inspiring reviews, the opposite can be said of the Ford Focus' interior cabin, which remains
much the same as last year's model. ConsumerGuide praises the "well-arranged dashboard
[that] has mostly intuitive and handy controls," although the gauges "can be hard to read in
changing lighting conditions" and the new moonroof option available for can restrict headroom.
Performance-wise, the Ford Focus was never meant to be a truly "sporty" car. What it does well
is fit into its designated role as a comfortable commuter thanks to its soft ride and high fuel
economy. This year's new Focus, much like last year's, is still no road rocket, despite Ford's
claims that they have made it sportier. For the Ford Focus features a 2. There is also a "cleaner
version of that engine that earns PZEV tailpipe-emissions certification" available in California
emissions states, notes Edmunds. Power is generally adequate, but far from spectacular. In the
Ford Focus coupe, Autoblog reviewers find that "the hp 2. In terms of transmissions, Edmunds
reports that "the standard transmission on all Focus trim levels is a five-speed manual," and a
"four-speed automatic" is available. Both transmissions fail to particularly impress reviewers,
although Cars. As an economy car, high mileage is the Focus' bread and butter, and true to its
intentions, it provides above-average fuel economy. For the sedan with automatic transmission,
Cars. While most agree the Focus is no handling slouch, TheCarConnection. Edmunds finds
that "the Focus has commendable steering response and feedback along with a decent amount
of grip when driven hard," but it is not quite as fun to drive as the Honda Civic or Mazda 3. One
of the more maligned aspects of the Focus' performance is its brakes. The pedal needs a
thorough push to bring a response, making you feel as if you're trying to slow a full-size SUV
rather than a small economy car. Reviews of the Focus' comfort and quality are varied,
depending on the reviewer. Overall, the general feel is that the comfort and quality in the Focus
is positive, especially since the current generation holds many improvements over previous

Ford Focus models. There are still some points that attract criticism, however, such as the
cheesy faux aluminum trim. Inside the Ford Focus, Car and Driver reviewers find that "the front
seats are flat and firm but offer little bolstering. Like last year's model, the Ford Focus is fairly
average in terms of utility. Reviewers at ConsumerGuide grumble that "interior storage is
merely okay. The glovebox is skimpy, as are the front-door map pockets," while Kelley Blue
Book notes that the "improved storage spaces," differentiate this generation of Focus from the
previous. As for the trunk, Cars. This feature could work for golfers or other athletes with oddly
shaped gear, but it probably won't help those with bulky luggage. One of the major gripes found
with the Ford Focus 's quality are the interior materials; while they are certainly improved
compared to previous models, that doesn't mean they are near the top of the class. Edmunds
notes the Focus features some "cheap-looking plastic interior bits and a button-heavy center
stack that some people find a bit confusing. Automobile Magazine calls the Ford Focus
"surprisingly quiet and Edmunds reviewers agree that the "interior remains quiet on the
highway, as there's little wind or engine noise. This year's Ford Focus model makes some
improvements in the safety stakes. While last year there was a lot of criticism over the Focus'
lack of standard ABS, Ford responds this year by including it as standard, among other safety
improvements. While the Ford Focus sedan earns respectable four-star ratings in both front and
side impact tests, the Ford Focus coupe scores a meager three stars in the side impact
categoryâ€”the lowest that vehicles score currently. However, the Ford Focus coupe does earn
a perfect five-star rating for front impact tests. Despite this, the IIHS still awards the Ford Focus
its highest possible rating, "good," for frontal offset impacts as it does not differentiate between
body styles. The Ford Focus doesn't offer too much in the way of standard safety equipment,
except for six airbags, including standard side-impact and side-curtain airbags. Despite its
economy car status, Ford takes steps to improve the Focus' safety credentials, chief among
them the addition of standard ABS across all models. For , all Ford Focus models also feature
Ford's AdvanceTrak stability control system as standardâ€”a big improvement considering that
Cars. Ford includes its innovative MyKey system as a standard safety feature in all Focus
models. The system "allows parents to specify limits for vehicle speed and stereo volume for
their teenage drivers," according to Edmunds, and should give parents greater peace of mind
when their teenagers begin driving. One oft-overlooked safety characteristic is driver visibility,
but reviews read by TheCarConnection. In terms of features, the Ford Focus is hard to top with
its long list of tech-heavy offerings that shine in the economy car segment. Reviews read by
TheCarConnection. Moving up to the Ford Focus SE brings "power mirrors sedan , heated
power mirrors coupe ," and full power accessories, as well as Sirius Satellite Radio, according
to ConsumerGuide. For the top-end Ford Focus models, Kelley Blue Book says that "moving up
to the SES and SEL adds a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio and cruise control
switchgear, upgraded interior trim, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, fog lamps and the slick
SYNC in-car communications system. SYNC earns high marks from reviewers, with Cars. It can
even read text messages aloud. With so many standard features, most people will not likely to
dip into the options list if they are opting for the higher trim levels. However, the Ford Focus
does offer some interesting options, such as the upgraded nine-speaker stereo that can be had
with SES and SEL trim models. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category
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nine-year-old design. Once our top-rated small car, this version rated only midpack. It retained
some of its agile handling, plus the composed ride and roomy interior. But fit and finish and
noise remained weak points. Further, there was no longer a telescoping steering wheel, or
assist handles to aid access. Braking distances got longer. Fuel economy improved, but it was
still not great for the class. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle
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latest subscriber survey of Ford Focus owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Fix involved replacing compressor. This resulted in
it requiring to be towed. It works better now. When out on a test drive I noticed the air coming
out of the vents was not cold at all. The service department re-examined this issue and
concluded that the compressor required replacement. I declined the repair and plan to fix it
myself. As a result, compressor needed to be changed". I'm not sure if it is a separate problem
or related to the compressor problems but refrigerant had to be added on other occasions
although no leaks could be found". Not worth fixing on a 10 year old car. Not impressed that it
failed so soon". This necessitated the complete removal of the dashboard and steering column.
Lots of labor on this job. My dealer did an excellent job of getting everything back together, but
it wasn't quick or cheap fix. Problem determined to be evaporator core which sits behind
console. Requires taking console out, etc. Costly and time consuming. I was getting no heat in
the car; out side temp ". Dealer unable to detect any leak". Plan on replacing the car soon".
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. Had to be replaced. Over k miles on car. I had the work
done at a local outlet of a regional tire retailer. Six months after having the front tires replaced
and the brakes done all the way around all of which I regarded as normal wear and tear the two
new tires were dangerously thin. The tire outlet blamed my driving. Then six months later the
new replacement shocks on the back leaked. The ride was much improved. The failing struts
compromised the front tires but the replacement tires wore out in less than six months. It took 4
times going back before it was fixed by another location of the store. It had a noisy vibration
prior to being fixed". Cheap OEM parts". We changed left and right side with k miles, but i think
that is good for a delivery car that drives miles every working day. Normal for me. We keep the
maintenance up dated: oil changes, tires changes, spark plug change. Tires have flat spots from
sitting. Vibration in pedals. Could be exhaust leak. Ford replaced the seals 3 times, and still
there were leaks. I had the seals re-glued and have not had a leak since about 3 months ". Not
much but it is annoying and potentially could damage cargo. Lots of squeaking from the rear
wheel areas on both sides. More noticeable when weather is cold. Neither has been resolved.
Was told by independent mechanic that it was typical of the model. A Ford mechanic repaired it
once, he was the only one that did, no one else has or could. It was silent for one year but it
came back. Now in in the same area as the squeak we now have a loud rattle. Not loud enough
to cause a problem. Just old age, I guess". This started after less than 3 years. Both drivers
weigh under lbs". I believe outs to to a poor suspension. New Michelin tires quickly wored out.
Had to replace two. Told not under warranty due to car". So much so that it is like talking into a
box fan. I have researched the problem and it is bad motor mounts; however, Ford refuses to
acknowledge the persistent problem has occurred since day one. In addition, the car also has
squeaks from the doors when hitting bumps on the road". Road noise seems loud even for a
small car". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. For the most part the remainder of the vehicle has held up well. We do live in a
winter climate which, of course, contributes to such deterioration. We live in a high salt and
brine solution area during the winter. We also live on a dirt road and park in a dirt driveway. I
sanded down both rocker panels to bare metal, primed and painted. They rusted thru from the
inside. The driver's side rocker panel had a very large rust out hole. I purchased an aftermarket
repair panel and fixed it myself. The Diamond Kote rust has to be completely through to fix it.
There is one spot that is through so they are fixing the whole thing. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. Took 3 appointments to have it fixed properly". Just need replaced because it has the
original brakes. Had both front rotors and pads replaced this month. Now, only the back brakes
squeal". Replaced at approx miles. Routine maintenance". It is going in tomorrow. The car was
undriveable until the rotors were replaced. Thankfully I stopped quickly enough that the calipers
and drivetrain were not damaged". The replaced bushing ends twice on each side and wrapped
the emergency brake cable 3 different times". I bring it to the shop, they take it apart, make sure
the calipers aren't seized. It's a waste of their time and my money. Accessory belts and pulleys,
engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. There are 3 engine mounts
which I could have replaced with my own time and work for less than Everything is working well
now. It seems to be a very common problem with focuses. But, the engine mount itself was ok.
Replaced rear mount but now must replace other mounts". Definitely a manufacturing defect.
Motor mounts shouldn't need replacing after 6 years. It took a while to figure out the problem
and location of all the mounts. Cost to much too repair". The first Ford dealer digonosed the
problem as egr valve. Second dealer digonosed it correctly as engine mount broken". Currently
the oil pan plug won't seal tight". The mechanic said it is due to insufficient glue used by the

robots when the vehicle was manufactured. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I had it fixed once. Now no
good againl". It would come on after about 15 to 20 minutes of drive time for engine
compartment or interior to warm up, then it is good for whole day". I've had the electric checked
and checked to see if there were any critters in there. Haven't been able to track done the
problem since it started in After checking tire pressure on all tires on two occasions, I realized it
was malfunctioning. The tire pressure sensor fault light now stays on at all times. Failed within
one year. To replace the line to the fluid tank involves removing tire, wheel well and everything
connected to it. Tape fails quickly due to engine heat. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Could retrieve the CD but it would
not play any CD put into it. The dealership won't fix it because Ford will not allow them to do
anything with the car audio system. After 'playing' with it, I was able to eject the loaded CD but
the machine will not load a CD anymore". The ability to adjust the sound from default settings
after a battery failure is gone. The "infotainment" systems are so intricate to the automobile's
control processor you are held captive to purch". The USB port stopped working. Typically, I
prefer to preserve my phone battery by playing my music through a flash drive instead of
through Bluetooth. The USB port no longer detects any flash drive. Too many errors in
recognition of commands". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Needed to be replaced. Per
mechanic, simply worn out. A mechanic has worked on it 3 times. It works much better now but
will occasionally fails still. After some time driving and making 8 in the parking lot it looses,
strange! Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. New problem last month: car
turned off on its own while driving down the street. Towed to dealership--couldn't find any
problems". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Sometimes the phone
connects with SYNC. Sometimes it doesn't. Sometimes the music from Smart Phone works.
Most often it doesn't". A used seat had to be purchased and the wiring removed and installed in
our vehicle. Replaced both motor mounts for excessive vi vibration. Replaced left front tire
sensor and retrained tech". Even if the pavement is just a little wet, the tires spin when I
excellerate after a stop at an intersection. It's like the car hydroplanes. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Tested with water directly into the
radiator when the engine was cool and saw water running straight out onto the pavement.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I have owned
manual vehicles my entire life and never had a problem with any of them even cars with up to k
miles until the piece of junk ford. Dealer said I should have had my transmission fluid chan".
Repair shop said transmission needed to be replaced with the car having less than miles on it!
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. After having some challenges with one dealership I took it to another where they
replaced the engine under warranty". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Ford Focus Change Vehicle. See All.
Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road

imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
and side air bags available. ESC available , ; standard from Side and head protection air bags
standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners
Say. I'm not sure if it is a separate problem or related to the compressor problems but
refrigerant had to be added on other occasions although no leaks could be found" K M. Not
impressed that it failed so soon" Daniel H. I was getting no heat in the car; out side temp " Kim
R. Ball joints "Ball joint failure. Air or water leaks "This has been a problem since the car was
new. I had the seals re-glued and have not had a leak since about 3 months " Connie P. In
addition, the car also has squeaks from the doors when hitting bumps on the road"
Anonymous, IL Ford Focus S 2. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "R Title car with
poor repaint. Antilock system ABS "Light kept coming on. Routine maintenance" Richard A.
Thankfully I stopped quickly enough that the calipers and drivetrain were not damaged" John B.
The replaced bushing ends twice on each side and wrapped the emergency brake cable 3
different times" Anonymous, CT Ford Focus SE 2. Engine mounts "Largely excessive vibration,
very noticeable during idling. Replaced rear mount but now must replace other mounts" M M.
Cost to much too repair" Steven H. Currently the oil pan plug won't seal tight" William S. Alarm
or security system excluding aftermarket systems "horn does not work. It would come on after
about 15 to 20 minutes of drive time for engine compartment or interior to warm up, then it is
good for whole day" Jeff C. CD player "CD player just stopped working. The "infotainment"
systems are so intricate to the automobile's control processor you are held captive to purch"
Thomas M. Alternator "Squealing noise that kept getting worse. Clutch adjustment "small bolt
broke were the clutch pedal attached to the hydraulic cylinder arm. Most often it doesn't" Phillip
T. Engine rebuild or replacement "I started having a massive oil leak that also damaged the
engine. After having some challenges with one dealership I took it to another where they
replaced the engine under warranty" Nathan F. Sunroof "The sunroof "sticks" when closing and
has to be manually guided into its appropriate locking mechanism" Warren N. See All Trouble
Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. I know car magazines love to hate this car but I don't get it. Bought my

'10 in '11 as a cheap gas saver and i've been very happy with it. The 2. I'd like it to have another
gear and be a bit quieter but overall this is a great car for the money. I take it toi the dealer for
the recommended 7. I'll just keep rolling on When I got my car, it had 45, miles. It now has ,
Other than brakes and tires being replaced which is a given for any car, the only other thing that
I ever had to replace was the rear shocks. It has , miles and so far I havent had any issues knock
on wood. Hopefully it stays that way for a while. I bought this car for a daily mile round trip
commute. This car was on my short list because it is one of few in the category that I can fit into
easily - 6'2" and pounds. I average 36 mpg overall - a little worse in the summer running AC all
the time. Comfort is acceptable for a 2 hour commute. Leather and heated seats are pluses for
comfort in winter. I do not like SYNC as it does not work with my cellphone. I have had only 1
warranty repair - a head gasket at about 80K miles. At 4 plus years the car looks and drives like
new. It is no beauty, but I can live with it for the long run. I have a ford focus se with , miles. If u
take care of the car, it will take care of you!!! Overall excellent fun durable reliable car. It still
runs so well but I look after it. I do some rough back roads in snow as well. It has been very
inexpensive to maintain and runs very well up to , kms. I think I will see k. Only weak and sore
point was paint coming off at C-pillar and rocker panels like most others I see that began at only
62k. No help. These rotted out as everyone knows. I did a cheap fix-- looks rough but works for
me. Thermostat repair , Master cylinder Motor mounts done improve shaking Rest of body
good. I have become very attached to this car as it is awesome in winter. And to think Ford says
cars are end of line with them now lol. Such a reliable daily driver still. Note manual tranny. Still
daily driver and dependable at k. Some minor emissions codes. Working on that. Did dreaded
PCV valve at bucks-- shame on ford. These minor repairs cost double or more of a corolla. The
latter will affect my decisions in future. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Focus. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Focuses for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign Up. The Ford Focus is a good value among
small sedans and coupes, but it lacks the level of refinement and performance found in other
top models. Ford is definitely shaking things up with its frantic pace of fresh model
introductions, and its new world order looks to continue with the upcoming release of a new
Focus and Fiesta next year. But where does that leave the current Focus? It stands to reason
that anticipation of a sharper redesigned model may relegate the Focus to lame-duck status.
Though it was heavily updated two years ago, the incumbent Ford Focus can still be considered
a single-termer that started service a rather unbelievable 10 years ago. On the positive side, the
Focus still has a liberal amount of feature content, a low cost to maintain and an economically
sound price tag. Add in the nifty Sync feature and environmentally friendly fuel economy, and
the current Focus holds up as a viable candidate for a small car. But this car has also built up
some undesirable baggage during its term. Notably, there's a general lack of excitement and
curbside charisma when the Focus is taken out for a spin, which is a shame because it
originally had these qualities. While economy cars aren't typically expected to have high
quotients of personality, other automakers have really upped their small cars' game in recent
years. Additionally, the Focus is still haunted by the use of some low-quality interior plastics,
subpar construction and a four-speed automatic transmission many other cars have
five-speeds or continuously variable transmissions CVTs. Overall, we think that the current
Focus is a respectable choice for a compact sedan or coupe, but shoppers should certainly
examine the competition before casting a vote. The Mazda 3 is our favored choice, as it
combines a high-end interior with a fun-to-drive nature. And if you are still interested in a Focus,
it might be worth waiting a bit to catch the new and improved model for next year. The Ford
Focus is available as a sedan or coupe. The four-door body style is offered in four trim levels.
Satellite radio is the only available option. Upgrading to the SE will get you all of the above plus
inch alloy wheels and full power accessories. There's also more to choose from in terms of
options, such as a rear spoiler, foglamps, the Sync electronics interface includes Bluetooth and
iPod integration , an upgraded stereo with a six-CD changer, cruise control, an auto-dimming
rearview mirror, customizable interior lighting, a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio
controls and a sunroof. The SEL trim sedan only will get you all of the SE features and options
minus the spoiler and sunroof plus inch alloy wheels, heated side mirrors, a sportier
suspension, chrome exterior and interior accents, leather upholstery and heated front seats.
The SES trim level represents the athlete of the model line by adding inch alloy wheels, a more
aggressive front fascia for the sedan, dark chrome exterior trim, a rear spoiler and a
performance-enhanced suspension. A cleaner version of that engine that earns PZEV
tailpipe-emissions certification is also available for California-emissions states. That engine
makes hp and lb-ft of torque. The standard transmission on all Focus trim levels is a five-speed
manual. A four-speed automatic is available as an option. The automatic on SES coupes is

geared slightly shorter for better acceleration. In testing, an automatic Focus coupe went from
zero to 60 mph in a lackluster 9. Opting for the automatic drops the highway estimate to 33 mpg.
Six airbags are standard on all Focus models, including front-seat side-impact airbags and side
curtain airbags for both front- and rear-seat occupants. For , antilock brakes and stability
control are now standard on all trim levels. Also new for the Focus is Ford's programmable
MyKey system, which allows parents to specify limits for vehicle speed and stereo volume for
their teenage drivers. In government crash tests, the Ford Focus sedan earned four stars out of
a possible five for its protection of front occupants in head-on collisions. In the side-impact test,
the sedan received five stars for protection of front occupants and four stars for protection of
those in the rear. Curiously, the Focus coupe earned a five-star rating for frontal impacts but
just a three-star rating for front and rear side-impact protection. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety gives the Focus coupe a top rating of "Good" for frontal-offset and side crash
protection. The Focus sedan also earns a "Good" rating for frontal protection, but receives a
downgraded "Acceptable" for side impact protection. Behind the wheel of the Ford Focus, you'll
likely be pleased with the relatively quiet and smooth ride quality. Engine performance is also
respectable for a small car, but the four-cylinder can sound noisy and the four-speed automatic
is increasingly outdated by competing models' five-speed units. To its credit, the Focus has
commendable steering response and feedback along with a decent amount of grip when driven
hard. But those hankering for a bit more fun are going to be happier with a Honda Civic or
Mazda 3. At night, the cabin of the Focus has a high-tech feel about it, thanks to a soothing cool
blue glow from the gauges and optional customizable ambient lighting. But these lighting
effects do little to mask some interior missteps, including cheap-looking plastic interior bits and
a button-heavy center stack that some people find a bit confusing. Despite having a
non-telescoping steering wheel and fairly flat front seats, comfort is adequate -- even for
extended road trips. One other nice attribute is Sync, a voice activation system that allows
hands-free operation of mobile phones, iPods and other MP3 players. The Focus further
increases Sync's appeal by adding the ability to acquire driving directions, traffic conditions
and other information by pairing it with Bluetooth-enabled phones. Available styles include SE
4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Ford Focus. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Budget
interior materials, lacking in polish and refinement, no telescoping steering wheel. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. In
addition to numerous trim level and option revisions, all Focus models get standard keyless
entry, antilock brakes and stability control. Sync now includes the ability to provide directions,
traffic and information when paired with mobile phones. Read more. Write a review See all 95
reviews. I know car magazines love to hate this car but I don't get it. Bought my '10 in '11 as a
cheap gas saver and i've been very happy with it. The 2. I'd like it to have another gear and be a
bit quieter but overall this is a great car for the money. I take it toi the dealer for the
recommended 7. I'll just keep rolling on Read less. When I got my car, it had 45, miles. It now
has , Other than brakes and tires being replaced which is a given for any car, the only other
thing that I ever had to replace was the rear shocks. It has , miles and so far I havent had any
issues knock on wood. Hopefully it stays that way for a while. I bought this car for a daily mile
round trip commute. This car was on my short list because it is one of few in the category that I
can fit into easily - 6'2" and pounds. I average 36 mpg overall - a little worse in the summer
running AC all the time. Comfort is acceptable for a 2 hour commute. Leather and heated seats
are pluses for comfort in winter. I do not like SYNC as it does not work with my cellphone. I have
had only 1 warranty repair - a head gasket at about 80K miles. At 4 plus years the car looks and
drives like new. It is no beauty, but I can live with it for the long run. How many more will she go.
I have a ford focus se with , miles. If u take care of the car, it will take care of you!!! See all 95
reviews of the Used Ford Focus. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.

People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign Up. A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2014 dodge avenger fuse box
turbo 400ex
2006 hummer h3 35 firing order
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

